The Girl You Never Have Kissed
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Moderato

fair-est girls, the rare-est girls are al-ways girls, I find,
You

meet for just a mo-ment and then have to leave be hind;
The

neat-est girls, the sweet-est girls, they seem the on-ly kind
You
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meet when you have something more important on your mind.

CHORUS

That's always the way, dears, no girl seems so sweet As the dear little girl you just happen to meet; The girl you could kiss and are longing to try, But only can say, "How-dy do" and "Good-
bye." A smile and a glance and you know what you've missed, You

just feel somehow that she would not resist; The

touch of her fingers in memory fingers, The girl that you

never have kissed! That's kissed!
meet when you have something more important on your mind.

CHORUS

That's always the way, dears, no girl seems so sweet
As the dear little girl you just happen to meet;
The girl you could kiss and are longing to try,
But only can say, "How-dy do" and "Good-